Eritreans are as endangered as wild animals hounted by PFDJ & its Leader PIA.
In the month of December, we as people should reflect on the past 11 months, and promise to our
selves what we should be our next program or the new idea for the coming year. It is sad we cannot
invent new ideas or technical objects in the era of PFDJ, Isaias Afewrki and his global fund raisers
institutions. I am worried for our future existence as people and as members of the animal kingdom.
Well,have we the warranty to continue our existence as people of a nation for the coming years? We
will see together the challenges we are facing at the moment.
Endangered Animals of the Universe:
Imaging of the Dynasaures, the mammoth and the wild life in the Jungle of Newzealand, after the
intrussion of Humans in those beautiful Islands.Some of our islands are already deserted with the
same phenomena,humans endanger indegeneous wild-life, and finally they themselves disappear or
are lingering with an unknown epidemy.This is the situation happening in Eritrean history today.
The famouse quotation of H.I.Haile Sellasie “We do not need the people of Eritrea but simply we
need the land we most desire for its sea outlet”.......end quote.
Guess what....Isaias Afewerki did say similar things when Eritrea was totally controlled by the
winning EPLF fighters, but he said specifically we do not need these youngsters who were born and
brought up under the DERG..... well the difference is of a small margin but the intention is the
same, however his intention is far going. Today he is drying the sea of Eritrean people inorder to
kill its youth and resources. How cruel can someone to destroy a country and its people, after all
those years yearning for freedom
and justice, however we are far off the achievements.

The Boss
The EPLF in the seventies and eighties was lecturing us on its purity and clean political maturity,
but today it is leaking what it has rejected as failed politics and unfit to most of the people where
revolutions has been going on in the Post Independence era.Today its leader is repeating those
mistakes he claimed that his Liberation Front (EPLF) wouldn't do at all.
Yemane & Yemane.........
The two important gardian angels of PIA are both Yemane & Yemane, who go an extra mile to disinform people and let us sway from what we are doing for the well being of our country,Indeed
it is apparent that their names are similar and they act as the head and tail of a coin in defending
their padrone or the boss.

The Angels of death Yemane Ghebreab & Yemane Ghebremeskel.................

Flurting with everyone who would pay the cost of his terrorist guns and arsenal.
Gold Finger Hagos Ghebrihiwet................
As the topic explains it, the idiology of total annihilation and creating unrest and destruction to our
neighbours is still lingering.The support given to groups like the Al Shebab,The Hutis of Yemen
supported by Iran, the connection with Al Qaida & Shebab entities in the Horn, is a tipical of the
PFDJ's day dream and their Leader. He promissed our neighbours that he will creat a Quagmire in
Somalia for their soldiers.Did he mean it? I guess he did and has done that in deed up to a certain
period with the support of some Gulf State and some rich Petro Dollar Princes.The Somali people
were the once who have paid their sacrifices and still paying with their blood.

The head of the finance Hagos, Aba Hana is determined to keep the finances of PFDJ under the
scrutiny of stashing it in foreign banks or invest it far from the Eritrean shores, as far as China and
Maladives.The cost of retaining the lost wealth; by these gangs will be tremendous to the coming
generations, if they can claim and try to retain it. Once the thief of Bagdad is behind Bars, the new
cashier is acting as the coffers of the National Bank of a virtual State. Corrupting business men and
Generals, he is also acting as the Spin Doctor for the Boss. Gold Bars and unprocessed Ore of
different precious metals are seen shipped during the nights through Massawa Port.
Completing the monopoly process, Hagos Kisha is the sole treasurer of the Rasputin of modern

Eritrea.
Isayas Afewerki.His machination and misleading acts remind me of the Russia
under the Czars, with Rasputin doing all the evil manipulating things, and getting away with it
without any punishment.

A survivour is always a surviver, and is giving his services to those who can pay more than the
others.
His media use to suite him when he is cornered and in times of UN sanctions he welcomes even
Iran TV, Al Jazzira and CNN. The BBC was also welcomed despite its background as the British
mouth piece and western Media as such, was there for his propaganda purpose.
Interview with his own media personnel at a short circute TV broadcasting.

.
Flurting with every body who comes with Coffers full of Dollars and amunitions to his support.
The situation in the Horn of Africa is as volitile as it was in the Zemene mesafnti of Ethiopia.
Regional rivalry continues un abated, including the medling of the Saudi Monarch and Egypt's Nile
Dam opposition and the Coalition of the evils in Yemen. It seems that Somalia is heading to
normality but stil terror and bloodshed is there. The most endangered people are offcourse, the
Eritrean and South Sudanese due to their unexperienced political maturity and being naive in the
Politics of the Horn of Africa.

But the most endangered animals in this world are the Eritrean people of today, thanks to our
Political Leadership.

Refugee Crises:The tragedies push the known number of asylum seekers who have died attempting to reach
Europe this year to more than 4,000, with 2016 now officially the deadliest year on record.Carlotta Sami, a
spokesperson for the UN Refugee Agency (UNHCR), announced on Thursday that at least 239 migrants had died
in two shipwrecks.She said the information was confirmed by two of the 31 survivors brought ashore on the
Italian island of Lampedusa, who said their boats overturned in rough seas.An information bulletin given to search
and rescue boats by Italian commanders said one rubber boat capsized off the coast of Libya on Wednesday
morning while carrying more than 120 people.Survivors from one dinghy, whose passengers included about 20
women and six children all believed to be from West Africa, said they set off from Libya at about 3am local time
(5am GMT) on Wednesday. The boat sank a few hours into its journey.A commercial ship and the Siem Pilot,
operated by EU border agency Frontex, were among those deployed and rescued almost 30 survivors but up to
100 passengers were feared to have drowned. Twelve bodies were recovered, including three babies.

A female doctor speaks with women aboard the Topaz Responder ship run by Maltese NGO
Moas and the Italian Red Cross during a rescue operation of migrants and refugees (Getty).

The regime is not going to change a bit, but the suffering people of Eritrea must come to their
senses,somehow.There is no solution in sight, but every concerned Eritrean must think about and
decide to bring change in what so ever capacity.
Polirization and creating a big political gap is not helping us anymore, the only chance of survival
as a people of a nation is to go back to the Drawing Board and Plan a wayout in a form of
Reconciliation,Unity and Trust building among us.We Need Not waste our Time.We are all
becoming the endangerd Animals in this Universe.
From here to Nowhere!
The situation and the curse we are experiencing leads us to a defragmentation and
miscommunication among our society. As many as 40 political and civic organizations rise up and
fall down, eventually disappearing in the cloud. What happened to the proud youth of the 60ties
Eritrean students and workers associations.Where are the lessons of that era? Have we not yet
learned from our mistakes and challenges? Beware of the evil-ghedli ideologies!

The Vicious Circle:
There was no idiological differences among our Liberation Fronts in their organizational make up,
but there were indivdual and personnal conflicts. Yet 30 years later we still have those impacts in
our political formation and organizational structures.
It is simply that history does repeat itself again in Eritrea.The history of the 40ties and 50ties came
back to torment us all again.
The Eritrean people are tormented and hounted by the allien regime, these war mongers and
hooligans, who banish us to death.What would be the future of our country and its people after the
leadership is gone away or gone for good? Would anyone forcast what the coming years are going
to yield? I wouldn't dare to bet on!
Well, I guess we can try to change our attitude and learn from past mistakes and start to believe that
we can be the makers of change that we long for, an independent Eritrea and accomodate every
Eritrean equally in his own country and contribute for a change. This is not as simple as it may
sound, but let us start with our selves and combine our forces. The reality is not easy to be done as it
is said to be,may be trying would not be a shame after all.
I wish you all a jollygood new year 2017
T.Yitbarek
NOTE:
1.sacttism classified documents of dwindling PFDJ
2.Italian Lamedusa disaster report
3.google.com

